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Art- To use collage for effect. Colour mixing using primary colours, work with a variety of different 

brushes. Respond to the work of an artist- Van Gogh. 

DT – To design and make purposeful products. – moveable picture. Select a range of tools and 

equipment. 

Computing- Use different brushes and tools in a paint programme to create pictures. Write sentences 

using a word processing programme. To know the impact technology has at home and in school. 

English- Caption writing, setting descriptions, letter writing, riddles, diary entry. Daily Phonics 

consolidating Phase 3 and 4 sounds and beginning Phase 5. Reading- linked to current phonic phase. 

Introduce VIPERS- focus on prediction.  

Grammar- Adjectives, nouns, using question marks, using conjunction ‘and’ 

Oracy- Hot- Seating, Step into a picture 

Geography- To understand human and physical features. To compare the similarities and differences of 

geographical features of Wickwar to Bamburgh (a contrasting place in Britain- Beach) 

History- To explore significant people and events from the past.- Grace Darling. To talk simply about why 

something happened. 

Maths- reading and writing numbers, representing numbers, add and subtract to 20, number bonds, 

recognise and name 2D and 3D shapes, money. 

Music- To sing songs and chant rhymes with some expressions. Perform to an audience. 

RSE/PSHE- Jigsaw – Term 1 – Being me in my world Term 2 – Celebrating Differences 

PE- Gymnastics (bouncing, jumping, landing) Dance, Games ( Focus on ball skills and throwing and 

catching). 

RE- Who is a Christian and what do they believe? How do we celebrate special and scared times? 

(Christmas) 

Science- Identify and name different animals- inc birds, mammals, fish, amphibians, reptiles and 

invertebrates. 

 

 

 What is the story of the sea? 

To immerse our learning we will have blue drapes, we will have 

an under the sea role play (submarine, pirate ship, lifeboat, will 

change throughout terms) related to the text we are using. We 

will have sounds of the sea music playing the background. Blue 

table clothes. We will have under the sea backdrop. We will have 

silhouettes of the fishes amongst the drapes. We will have a 

treasure chest, which will reveal the book we are using. 

 

We will be focusing on books by the same author Julia Donaldson. 

We will be using (Fiction) Sharing a shell, The singing Mermaid, 

The Snail and the Whale, Tiddler and The Troll. 

(Non-Fiction)- Under the sea, Save the Ocean, First big book of 

the ocean, Famous People- Grace Darling 

Project launch: 

 
 
Sea Shanty 
Singers 
06/09/2021 

What’s 
swimming in 

the sea?  
 

DT - 
Moveable 

under the sea 
picture. 

Who is it?  
 

English-  
 

Factsheet 
 
 

What’s the 
tune?  

 
Music-  

Sea Shanty 
Performance 
 

Who’s in the 
news?  

 
Computing-  

Video recording 
of a news 

report. 
 

What is the 
colour of the 

sea? 
 

Art -Van Gogh 
Seascape 

picture. 

Project outcome: 
 

Pirate Day to raise 
money in aid of the 

RNLI. 
 

 

Local and Global Link 

- Frampton Sea Shanty Singers 

- RNLI 

- Big Blue 

- Marine Conservation Society 


